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Doctor Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya 
(A Central University) 

Sagar, MP 

Schedule of Last and Special Counseling of UG 

and PG including last opportunity for subject 

choice change in UG (in Offline Mode) 
Date Events 

 
10.02.2022 

 
(1) Counselling of all PG subjects where the Entrance test was held and seats remain 

vacant. 
(2) Counselling of BA-LLB (5 years Code 150) and LLB (three years Code 170) for 

available seats. 
(3) Change of subject/combination as choice for the UG codes- 110, 111, 130, 131, 140 and 

l4l   only (subject to the availability of seats on merit basis of the  written test score) 

Applicant ReportingTime (to record in a register): 10:00am to 

11:30am. Start of admission process from 12.00pm. 

If the seats remain vacant after the counseling  till 2:00am then  will be filled by merging 

the remaining  in two categories UR+EWS+OBCN and SC+ST. Even if seats remain 

vacant, then they will be open for all categories. 

 
11.02.2022 

 
Counseling will be held for all UG courses of all the categories on merit basis scores 
obtained in the written test for the available seats only (within same code only). 

Applicant Reporting Time ( to record in a register): 10:00am to 11:30am , Admission 

process starts from 12.00pm 
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(i) Admission in UG Courses for vacant seats will be in accordance with merit and 
reservation between 12pm  to 3:00pm. 
 

(ii) If seats in UG remain vacant after the counseling till 3:00 pm then they will be filled 
by merging the remaining in two categories UR+EWS+OBCN and SC+ST. Even if 
seats remain vacant, then they will be open for all. 

 
CONVERSION OF SUBJECT CODES 

(iii)     The conversion of subject code (eg. code- 111 into code-110) will be at the ending           

hours of the counselling day when the seats of same code are vacant and no applicant of 

same code is available. The subject code conversion Table 1.0 is attached.  

 

 

Table: 1.0 
 

 

 

FOURTH & LAST 

COUNSELING VENUE 

. For PG Courses-Concerned Departments 
 For UG Courses—Concerned School-Dean Office  ( or 

venue  as decided by the Dean )  except  
B.A  TEST CODE: 110  

: Golden Jubilee Hall :  Only for B. A. (TEST CODE: 
110)   On 10.2.22 1nd 11.2.22) 

Appeared in Entrance Test Permitted to take admission in UG Programme 

B. A. B.Ed. (Test Code: 111) B. A. (Test Code: 110) 

B. Sc. B.Ed. (Test Code: 141 (Maths. group)) B. Sc. (Maths. group)/BCA (Test Code: 140 ) 

B. Sc. B.Ed. (Test Code: 131 (Bio group)) B. Sc. (Bio group) (Test Code: 130 ) 

Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) (Test Code: 112) B.A. (Test Code: 110) 

B. A. LL. B. (Hons.) 5 years (Test Code: 150) B. A. (Test Code: 110) 

LL. B. (3 years) (Test Code: 170) B. J. (Test Code: 161) 
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Important Note: 

i. Please keep on visiting University Website (http://www.dhsgsu.ac.in/) regularly every day for  the 

latest updates. Details of vacant seats will be available on the University website. The University 

does not take any responsibility if any applicant looses the opportunity due to the lack of 

information, lack of internet connectivity or other reasons happening at the applicant-end. 

ii. For any query, please contact on phone number-07582-297123 strictly during office hours (10:30am 

to 05:30pm) or send email at admission@dhsgsu.edu.in or contact Prof. Diwakar Shukla, 

Coordinator, Admission Cell ( mob. 9425437203). 

iii. The Candidates should bring all the relevant original documents including category, NCC, NSS 

certificates (if any),Admit card Admission form, ( fee receipt/allotment letter for subject choice 

change) and also one set of self-attested photocopies of the relevant  documents. 

iv. Admission will be offered strictly in order of merit on the basis of written test score. 

v.  At equal test score, the marks obtained in the qualifying exam will be taken into consideration. 

vi. Calling of the candidates for the last special counseling shall not be considered as entitlement for 

admission. 

vii. Candidates who cannot come physically can authorize their parents/relatives/guardians/friends 

as their representative to participate in the final round of counseling on their behalf and 

complete admission formalities. No other relaxation will be given in the procedure of 

admission. Respective representative will have to carry a valid proof of identity and letter of 

undertaking from the candidate .Only the applicant or his/her own representative will be 

allowed inside the counseling venue to maintain social distancing norms. 

VII. The  candidates  will  have  to  deposit  the  admission  fee  on  the  stipulated  date  through  digital mode, 

if he/she secures a seat for admission. 

VIII. The admission will be closed after the fourth round of counselling. 

Precautions to be taken in view of COVID-19 pandemic 

a. All candidates should wear mask properly covering their nose andmouth. 

b. All candidates should have “AROGYA SETU” app installed on their mobile and it should show healthy 

status at the entrygate. 

c. Thermo gun temperature check-up will be done at the entry gate for all thecandidates. 

d. If any candidate fails to meet the criteria of healthy status, he/she will not be allowed to enter the 

counselingvenue. 

e. Avoid crowding at the entry and exitpoints. 
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